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Marvy uchida fabric marker instructions

Designed by: Uchida StaffCrafting Time: 2 hoursSync diori: Qualification level: Materials: Black T-shirt DecoFabric Marker item #222 - black, orange, yellow, light blue, white Transfer Paper Children's Power Template Instructions: All measurements are in centimeters. Print the model and use the transfer
paper to transfer it to the T-shirt. Use yellow to color in the outer area. Allow to dry completely. Then add another layer of color. Repeat to get a lighter, bolder color. Then color the circle orange. Allow to dry completely. Then add another layer of color. Repeat to get a lighter, bolder color. Color the light
blue letter. Allow to dry completely. Then add another layer of color. Repeat to get a lighter, bolder color. Dry completely for 2 hours or overnight. Once dry outline letters and circle with black. Highlight the letters in white. A short line and dot on the right edges to give the size. Note: The more color layers
you apply, the brighter the colors will be. Just be sure to let it dry between applying color. Our creative team in the talented home Related Articles Leave a Comment Sale Save 50% Sale Save 55% Save 50% Save 50% SKU 052200100 Fabric Marker Fine Point is the best fabric marker to use for detailed
letters or design on any custom shirt, suit, or gift. With this thin peak you can create a complex and clear art. This fabric marker is easy to use without the necessary heat treatment. Comes in 24 colors, waterproof when dry. Specifications No Acid/Netoxic Permanent Ink. Fine pencil point in marker shape
No need for steam/tread Clean or light dry wash Conforms to ASTM D4236 Article# 522 Uses Good for marking, drawing and writing on most fabrics. Colors Click here to see the color chart. black, red, blue, green, yellow, brown, orange, warm gray golden rod, magenta, khaki, navy, pale green, cold light
gray, crimson varnish, meat tone, dark purple, cherries BASIC COLOURS FLUORESCENTE 522_6A sets: black, red, green, blue, yellow, 522_6B brown: orange, pale green, cold gray, meat tone, crimson varnish, fluorescent violet 522_6C: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange, fluorescent pink,
fluorescent light blue, fluorescent violet, fluorescent green 522_6D: navy, cherry, khaki, magenta, dark purple, gold rod © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its home products Fabric Markers
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